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CONTINUANCE VS. DISCONTINUANCE IN FAMILY COUNSELING

Objectives
The study vas designed to examine the socialworkers' and clients·
perceptions ot change in the treatment process;

specifically. to ex

amine the question of why clients discontinue service prior to plantul
termination.

Also, the authors attempted to assess the client's per

ception of gain and the worker's assessment ot gain.
SiS!ificant Findings
1.

Seventy-two per cent of the. clients who responded to the ques
tionnaire felt they bad been helped.

In those cases where the

client indicated he had received no help or that his situation
became worse, the authors found that the client often indi
cated that his spouse vas unable or unwilling to participate
in treatment.

These clients also often indicated that they

had divorced.
2.

The client tended to rate the gains he made from treatment
slightly bigher than the worker rated them.

,.

The inability or unwillingness ot the spouse to participate in
the treatment process was seen as an important reason for dis
continuance before six interviews were completed.

4. The client seemed more likely to indicate fee

8S

a reason for

termination of service after six interviews.

5. Clients who paid no fee were more likely to terminate in an un
planned manner before six interviews.

If the client paid any

fee, bis termination wss more likely to be plsntul.

2

Recommendations and Suggestions for Further Research
1.

The authors recommend that workers indicate clearly on the
s'~atistical

cards which member'" of the family were seen in

order to facilitate and expedite data gathering.
2.

The statistical cards ;give assessment of service in terms of
gain only.

The authors recommend that because service is not

always gainful, that there be a place on the statistical card
to so indicate this.

The situation may be so deteriorated that

. in the worker's assessment there is no ability on the part of
the client for motivation, capacity and

}.

opp~rtunity

for change.

On the basis of the data derived from the questionnaire, the
authors recommend that further exploratory study be done in
the following areas:
a.

In the cases where the spouse is unable or unwilling to
participate in the treatment process.

b.

In the cases where the clients who paid no fee were more
likely to terminate unplanned and before six interviews.

4. The authors recommend, as in the study done by Dr. Dan Jennings,
that any questionnaire mailed out by the agency in the future
be

8

more immediate follow-up to treatment, that is, there is a

need for further exploration of the optimum time for follow-up
study.

A future questionnaire might be returned to the indivi

dual practitioner so that he could evaluate the service.

Also

a planned follow-up of this sort might result in the practi
tioner reaching out to the client to re-involve him in the
treatment process if the cJ.ient so indicated the need on the
returned questionnaire.

5. Findings in this study showed that the critical period tor
clients continuance seems to be within the tirst tive inter
views.

The authors recommend that turther exploratory study

be done on this critical period ot treatment.

4
:mTRODUCTION
ID a period of management by objectives, financial retrenchments,
concern for greater efficiency in use of staff and evaluation of effi
cacy ot social work services, agency boards, executives and staft are
asking many questions such aSl
needs of our clients;
change;

are our agency services meeting the

do the families we attempt to help actually

to what extent;

in what ways? Further, is there congruence

between the workers' assessment of change and the clients' perception of
the help they receive?
Corresponding inquiries are coming from other

s~ments

of the

community, planning councils, findings bodies and governmental sources
responsible for allocating and distributing the community resources.
Therefore, accountability becomes an important factor.

~he

main ques

tion becomes, are the needs of the community being met in the best
possible manner?

Again, this relates direot1y to the desire of the

80cia1 work profession to upgrade practice in accordance with the
ohanging times.

Consequently, there is a pressing need for evs1uation

of service from the standpoint of those who serve and those who receive
service.
Research in social work has frequently been focused upon an exami
nation of the efficacy of social work help.
in Casework and Other Helping Relationships:

For example, in "Continuance
A Rsview of Current

Research, II (Levinger, 1960) the al.\thors found that continuance seems to
be a function of numerous variables having to do with the clients'
attributes and environment and the workers' attributes Bnd environment.
'.

A coro11Br.1 interest has been in the question of

w~

the clients

5
discontinue service.

For example, factors in discontinuancy of service

in "Some Theoretical and Practical Problems in EvaluatiQg Effectiveness
of Counseling," (Ballard and MaAd, '1957) the authors found that there
vere discrepancies between the client's view and the yorker's view of
. change in the counseling process.
In Portland, TheJ'amily Counseling Service Agency baa had a
tinuing interest in the effectiveness of treatment.

COIl

In 1970, the agency

employed Dr. JenniQgs ot the Portland State University School &t Social
Work to conduct a limited

8tu~

in this subject.

As students placed in Family Counseling Service for field York,
the authors were interested in fulfilling their research requirement in
their field agency_

The executive direct&r and field instructors were

,ueried resarding possible research topioa and once again the subjeot of
discontinuance was introduced.

,
DrHOOOLOGY

Iu the Family Counseling Service Agency of Portland the problem
moat often presented by the client is

cat~orizedas

to total family or parent-child problema).
deoi.ded to limit the study of oontinuance
category.

marital (ss opposed

Consequently, the authors
VB.

discontinuance to this

Uniformly, a worker evaluated a cass at termination.

statiatical card ia the tool by whioh this task is

The
The

accompliBhe~.

Dature of the study called for the use of oompleted reoorda and

8S

this

atuQJ vas undertaken iD 1910, the authors used the oompleted statistical
cards on

man tal

cases from the year 1969 representiDg the total tri

countl' area (Wa8hington, Clackamas, and Multnomah cou:oties).

The total

population consisted of 28} completed cases.
The statistical cards (see appendix) are an important souroe for
collection of data.

The statistical card gives factual data about

family membera (age, sex, income, etc.), factual information about ser
vice, and alao documents sn evaluation of service as seen by the worker.
The evaluation of service aotually consists of (1) the worker's ju4gaent
8S

to whether or not servioe was terminated by casework plsn or whether

the famill' withdrew or terminated service in

aD

unplanned manner, and

(2) the worker's assessment of client gain.

In this stud7, therafore, continuance is defined as a planned
completion of service, that is, termination of service is maEte by mu.tusl
decision between worker and client regardless of the number
Tiews.

Conversely, discontinuance is defined as

un~lanned

o~

inter

termination

of service, that is, the client, bl' his own decision, withdrew trom

1
aervice (often for reasons unknown to the worker).
The worker in assessing client change is allowed to indicate on
the statistical card the following choices:

1.
2.

substantia1 ,ain

,.

modera te ga in
slight gain

4. no change
5. unable to determine
Thus the worker has two judgmental decisions to make:
plantulness, and 2) regarding cUent gain.

1) regardiltg

The authors attempt in this

study' to relate these two judgmental decisions to factual information .
about the number of in-person interviews the worker bas bad with the
client.

The attempt was to explore the interrelationships between the

three factors:· planf'ulness, gain, and number of interviews.
In aus17zing the caris, the authors accepted the yorker's state

ments that the client's identified problem was marital ss well as the
number of in-person interviews indicated on the card by the worker in
the

cat~oriea

such as:

more interviews.

one interview, two to five interviews, six or

The suthors eliminated aD1' contacts that were by tele

phone or correspondence only and/or collateral contacts;

because the studJ'

was focused cn the relationship between plantulness, sain, and the number
of in-person interviews between client and worker.
After preaenting the findings derived from the initial investtgation
of the statistical cards to the Family Counseling Agency t the authors
thought that a fUrther study should be made which .would compare the data
sho~

the workeros asseBsment of client change in relation to the three

selected "ariables, number of interviews, planfUlnes8 and pin, and the

8

client's assessment of change.

More specifically. the authors wanted

to know whether or not the client saw termination as a Joint decision be
tween hil12elf and the worker or did he wi,thdraw on his own, and if

80,

for what reason? Also, they wished to know whether or »ot the client
perceived chaDge in terms of gain. and whether or

no~,

there was a relation

ship between the nwaber of interviews and the client's perception of plan
fUlness and gain? Finally, did the client's assessment agree or disagree
with the worker's assessment?
In devising aD effective instrument for gathering thanecess8r,y

data several iactom became important - namely, tiae, cost, and procedure
involved in contact1Dg clients.

The study bad to be originated and com

pleted wi thin a 8ix week time period and costs had to be kept to
minimum.

8

bare

Consequentq, this ruled out any in-person interviews.

In the prior

.~

doue for the agency in 1970. "Planned Short Term

freatment ProJect Follow-up Study" by Dr. Dan Jennings (1970), it was
shown that the populaUon under consideration vas highly mobile and
tranaieut.

The authors decided to use the entire population of 28, mari

tal cases for the collection of data so that they could gather a fUller
return in each catee;or.y than could be anticipated by randoll sampling pro
cedures.

Therefore. a simple mail-out questionnaire'seemed the most

appropriate instrument to use.

It vas immediately realized because of

the time and the m1nt.a1 financial resources that
tollow-up procedure

or

a~

consideration of s

those questionnaires not returned within the time

limit was an impossibility.
In designing the questionnaire, tha first step was to examine the

pertinent literature and extant questionnaires pertaining to prior en

9
. deavors concerned with olient-agenoy ohange in evaluation ot oounseling.
~his

included the Family Forum

~eationnaire

of Family Counseling Ser

vice as vell as :the current FSA! pilot ·Census study ot Families Served."
The authors devised a seven question form which allowed tor
collection ot data pertinent to the variables ot plantulness. gain and
nttaber of interviews.

This torm was presented to the research consul

tants of Portland State University and the final form was then submitted
to the Director ot the

Fami~

Counseling Service tor approval.

tioDll8ire (see appendix) vas mailed on February 5. 1911.

The ques

The tinal date

tor aoceptance ot completed questionnaires into the atuty was Februar,y 26,
1911.

A total of 12 completed questionnaires vere returned, a twenty

five per cent return.
It l18y be noted that this i8 a poor response rate.

hoveTer, in Dr.

Jennings' study done after only six months. the response rate vas slightly
les8 than fifty per cent.

Tbua both studies seem to emphasize the highly

.obile and. transient character of olients served by this agency.
PIBJ)INGS

In examining the total population derived from the statistical
card the authors found that there were a total of 93 one-interview oases.
There were 19 cases in the two-to-five interview category t and 111 in the
s~x-or-more

interview ostegor,y.

In the one interview cases. the workers assessed
of these aa unplanned termination and 24

8S

plarmed.

69. a majority,
In the two-te-five

cat eg 01'1 • the workers indicated 47 unplalUled terminations and 32 planned
ones_.. In the category of six-or-more interviews. only 30 were unplanned

10

terminations and 81 were planned.

TABLE I

WMBER OF INTERVIEWS RELATED TO PLANFULN:.ESS OF TEBMINATION

t .

A.
Number of Interviews

One

Two to I'ive

Six or More

Termination unplanned

69

47

30

Termination planned

24

32

81

,

ll.

Number of Interviews

Six to Ten Eleven to Twenty 'l1~niir:ne

Termination unplanned

2}

6

1

Termination planned

43

23

15

As the data in Table I indicates, when the case is terminated after
one interview, the worker tends to show it as unplanned.

According to

the worker's interpretations, following this the greater the number of
interviews the more tendency to show the termination as being planned.
Irving Fowler t in "Famil)" J8ency Characteristics and Client Continuance"
reported rates of non-return to second interviews tend to cluster around
thirty-three per cent.

About thirty-three per cent are lost atter two

to three interviews and thirty-three per cent continue into four or more
interviews.
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Table II indicates the worker's assessment of gain as related to
the number of interviews.
Table III.

This information is further broken down in

The type of termination as determined by the worker seems

to be related to whether or not he saw gain.

Therefore, it sppears that

planned termination is closely related to measurable gain on the part of
the client.

Stated another way, the greater the· number of interviews

the more the worker tended to see them

8S

planned termination.

shows that in all 08sea 8een by the workers

8S

The data

showing no cbaJJge, the

number of interviews is always in the one-to-five interview categor,y and
terJl!Dation is seen as aplanned.

In the six-or-more interview category

the worker always 8aw 80me gain.

Therefore, the material leaves us with

at least two conclusions:

1)

the worker tenda to perceive termiaation

aa aplanned where they did not see gain, 2) the worker does not 8eem
to indicate gain when a client stopped comiJJg for unknown reasoDS.
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TABLE II
IVALUATIOm: OF SERVICE
"J..

Interviews SUbstantial Moderate Slight No Change Ul}able to Totals
" Determine
One
Planned

,

7

11

Q

2

24

1

20

11

}4

69

7

14

11

0

0

,2

6

4

20

10

7

47

31

37

13

0

0

81

4

9

16

0

1

30

15

20

8

0

0

4'

1

8

13

0

1

2,

Planned

9

9

5

0

23

Unplanned

2

1

,

0

0

0

6

Planned

7

6

0

0

0

15

UnElanned

1

0

0

0

0

1

4

Un:21anned
". Two to
Five
Planned
UnE1armed
Six Plus
Planned
Un,Elarmed

B.
Six to ten
Planned
Unplanned
Eleven to
Twenty

I

Twenty-One

I}

TABLE III
GAD RELATED TO PLANFULNESS OF TERMINATION

. A.
Degree of Ga in

Planned

Unplanned

Substantial

42

l}

Moderate

58

14

Slight

}4

56

0

21

1}4

104

. 10 Change

TOTAL
B.

Planned

Termination
Moderate to Substantial
No change to slight gain

TOTAL

Unplanned

100

27

}4

77

134

104
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TABLE IV
PEE RELATED TO NUMBER OF INTERVIEWS AND CONTINUANCE

.
A.

-

Dolla rs per Week

Interviews

-

.~

."

0

1-5

6-10

7

6

4

6

20

17

9

~

.

16-20

11-15

21-25

.Qe!
Planned

-

Unplanned

17

,

,

1

2

1

1

,

Two to Five
Planned

1

0

1

l}

5

10

16

11

8

10

Planned

16

22

14

25

2

2

Unplanned

10

7

6

5

1

1

Unplanned

-

Six or More

-.

B. Total Number of Terminations Disregarding Number of Interviews
0

1..5

6-10

11-15

-16-20

21-25

Planned

24

41

2;

41

;

5

Unplanned

46

;5

2;

;2

5

5

Total

70

76

46

7;

8

10

Dollars per week

fable IV indicates that-the majority of clients pay fees in the zero
to five dollsr cstegory. Those clients who pay no fee are less likely to
planfully terminate service especially before six interviews. If tbe
client pays any fee, he is more likely to terminate by plan.
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DrfERPREJ.1ATIOBS OF QU.ciTIONBAlRE
A total of 28;

~ue8tionnaires

were mailed out.

Forty-nine were

returned by the post office because they were unable to locate the
client.

Of this number there were onl7 18 cases where'new addresses

could not be fOllnd.

Seventy-two completed questionnaires (see appendix)

were returned to the agency - twenty-five per cent (25%) of the total •.
Returns were as follows:
Hailed

Returned

One interview:

93

21

Tvo to five interviews:

79

18

Six or more interviews:

111

33

Humber of

~estionnaires

The following is an examination of the client's assessment of
service receiTed:
I. Assessment of the Problem
The first and second questions required the client to
describe the problem which brought him to the agency.
the sevent7-two (72) returns,

sixty-e~ht

Of

(68) clients saw

their problem as a husband-wife problem, three (3) indioated
a personal problem only, one (I) did not indicate a problem.
A! though there was

8

basic agreement between worker and

client perception of the problem as being of a "marital
nature."

that is, conflict between the spouses. the clients

clarified the outstanding s~ptoma of the marital cantlict in
their written statements

S8

follows:

16
lack of communication
alcoholism
personal probleM
parent-Child diffioulties
financial problems
se:mal problems
physical problems
problems with in-laws
housekeeping difficulties
II.

12
8

7
5

5
4
2
2

1

Assessment of help received and gains made
In questions} and

4, the client vas asked for his percep

tion of the help he received at the agency.

Of the seventy

two responses to the questionnaire, fifty-two (52) clients
felt they bad received some help
bad not been helped at all
things got worse (15%).

(l~),

(7~),

nine (9) felt they

and eleven (11) felt that

(See Table V.)

In comparing the client's perceptions and the worker's

perceptions of the gains made, the authors found that the
client has a tendency to rate his gains slightly higher than
his worker.

There also tends to be more agreement between

the worker and the client where there is substantia1 or
moderate gains.
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TABLE V''.
A.S~SMENT

OF HELP RECEIVED AND GAINS MADE

A. Worker Assessment Compared to Client Assessment or Gain
CAINS
CLIENT ASSmSMENT

WOBKER
ASSESSMENT
,.. .

r-

"

.l great

deal

Jot at

.l little .all

SOlie

Things got

Totals

worse

Substantial

9

8

2

1

0

20

Moderate

6

5

4

2

4

21

Slight

6

6

~

2

4

21

change

0

0

1

1

0

2

Unable to
determine

1

1

0

,

,

8

22

20

10

9

II

)10

Totals

B. Combined Categories of gain
Worker Bating

Client Ratin8
..

+

+

-

49

,

l~

7

12

18

AD iJaportant finding

was

that as the number of interviews increases

both the client and worker tend to perceive more gains as shown in Table
VI.
!ABLE VI

lUMBER OF DTERVIEWS COMPARED TO W'OBKER AND CLIENT VIDl OF GAIB

Interviews

Gain

10 Gain
-'

One

!WO to five

Six or more

Worker

14

7

Client

11

10

Worker

15

,

Client

14

4

"27

0

6

114

,0

Worker
Client

'fotal
Gain
10 gain -

substantial, moderate, alight
no change, unable to determine

In those eleveD casea where the client indicated that "things got
vorae," tbe autbors found

f~om

other data on the questionnaire that

saYen of these clients indicated that tbe,J

~ot

a divorce, seven or these

Clients also indicated that their spouses were uuable or unwilltQg to
participate in counseling. . In six instances the client had only one
interview, the other five clients were interviewed more than six times.
As in· the findings of the Jennings' study, where he fmmd that thirt7-one

1,
per cent (}l%) of the responses indicated that ,ervice

wou~d

have been

more helpful had more members of the family been able to participate,
the authors feel that possibly more effective ways need to be explored
to involve all

.family members in the treatment prooess.

s~ificant

In those nine CBses where the olient indioated he bad not been
helped at all, five indioated that they were dissatisfied with their
worker, two gave no information, two said spouse unable to partioipate.
In four instanoes the olient was interviewed once, four clients were

seen two to five times, and one olient waa seen more than six times.
III.

Terminations
In questions 5 and 6 which deal with the clients' per

oeption of termination of service, the ...authors found that
the olient tends to agree with the worker's perception
of whether termination was planned or unplanned, especially
atter six interviews as shown in Table VII •

•
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TABLE VII
CLIENT AND WORKER PERCEPTIONS OF TEBMINATION
OF SERVICE

A.

Comparison of Workeraud Client Perceptions of Termination of
Service

Client Plermed

Unplanned

Worker Planned

0

8

Unplanned

~

10

Worker Planned

6

4

Unplanned

4

4

18

6

4

5'

Number Interviews
One

Two to five

Six or.more

Worker Planned
UnplaMed

:8.

Further Breakdown of Table 7-A Disregarding Number of Interviews

IV.

Worker Planned

24.

18

Unplanned

11

19

OTHER IMPORTANT REASONS FOR TERMINATION WITH THE AGENCY

In question

7. the client was asked if other reasons made it

necessary for him to terminate.

The client's responses sometimes

showed more than one reason per client for termination.

21
TABLE VIII
OTHER IMPORTANT .REASONS FOR TEBMlBATION

One Iilter
.' view

REASON

Fee

Two to Pive
Interviews

Six or More
Interviews

}

2

10

6

8

7

Transportation or
distance

1

1

2

Agency hours

0

0

}

Moved

0

0

}

Child care

1

0

1

Found help elsewhere

}

4

7

Other

2

0

1

,!,.

Spouse unable to
participa te

In Table VIII, the fact that the spouse is unable to participate
appears to have no relationship to the number of interviews.

Inability

of the spouse to participate accounts for about one half of the client
~easons

tor discontinuance before six interviews, according to our data.

After six interviews, this reason accounts for less than one-fifth.
When the client indicated that the amount of the fee influenced
his termination with the agency, it appears that he was more likely to
Bee the tee as

8

reason for termination after six interviews.

22
In

invest~ating

these fifteen cases which saw the fee a& a reason

for termination. six of the clients had been paying less than 86.00 per
week, three had been paying from 86.00 t'o 110.00 per week, four olients
had been paying from 811.00 to $15.00 per week, and two had been paying
from 821.00 to $25.00 per week.

As pointed Dut in Table IX. the amour.t

of the fee does not seem especially relevant.
TIoBLE IX
FEE AS A FACTOR IN TERMINATION COMPARED TO NUMBER OF INTERVIEWS

Humber Interviews

$0-5

$6-10

811-15

$16-20

$21-25

Total

One

2

1

0

0

0

3

Two to five

1

0

0

0

1:

2

Six or more

3

2

4

0

1

10

Total

6

3

.4

0

2

15

Of this 88me group of clients,

e~ht r~arded

'.

termination 8& their

decision alone, seven S8W the decision as 8 joint decision between them
selves and their worker.

Y.

SUMMARY IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has touched on the dual perspective of soci81workers
and clients in an attempt to identify their perceptions of change in
the treatment process.
tac*~rs

It was done in an effort to explore some of the

that relate to the question

wbJ clients discontinue service

before plantul termination.
To accomplish this objective, all marital cases with in-person
interviews closed in the year 1969, a total of
in terms of three factors,

28~

cases, were reviewed

the number of interviews, plantulness of

termination, and gains made during the process.

From'this, data vaa

obtained that indicated the caseworker's viewpoint.

Secondly, to

assess tbe client's view of these same variables a questionnaire was
employed.

'rom a twenty-five per cent return, seventy-two responses,

comparable data was derived which allowed for a comparative study.
Because of the limited size of the return of the questionnaire,
deductions are tentative and guarded.

Bonetheless, the authors feel

the following considerations are in orderl
1.

Both worker and client tend to see the identified problem as
the same, that is, marital, as opposed to parent-child. total
fsmily or environmental.

2.

Clients as a wbole tend to see slightly more gain in the treat
.ent process than the worker.

An exception was in the area

where the client indicated on the questionnaire that things
got vorse, i. e., in hia view there was deterioration rather
than gain.

These differences in perception might be related

to the following factors,
a.

The socialworker assesses gain in relation to tbe actual
treatment process while in fact gain in functioning
depends for support and confirmation on influences
entirely outside of the 80cia1 casework process.

b.

The client's response to the questionnaire may be

24
influenoed by the intervening time between termination and
the filling out of the questionnaire.
c.

In those oases where the olient indicated that he had not

been helped at all, i. e., the situational aspeots of the
problem may not have changed (e.g., the alcoholic spouse),
the worker may have indicated gain because the client evi
denced progress in coping with the particular problem or
aituation.
,.

The data indicates that when the spouse ia unable to parti
cipate early in the counseling process, continuance is less
likely_

Approximately thirty per cent

(;~)

of the total

returned questionnairefJ indicated that "spouse being unable to
participate" was a fsctor relating to

termination.

Of the

thirty per cent, two thirds terminated before aix interviews.
a.

The authors speculate that if the workers can be en
couraged to identify and help the client cope with this
fact early in the treatment process and focus on the
immediate pressure of the apouse being unable to parti
cipate. the agency might lose fewer clients prematurely.

b.

The authors also speoulate that where the spouse is unable
or unwilling to participate in individual oounseling, an
effort might be made to involve this spouse. perhaps by
using more marital group counseling.

4. Clients who gave fee costs as a reason for termination were
usually those who had been interviewed more than five times.
It seems that as the fee aooumulates over a period of time and
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becomes a more significant amount, the client, consequently,
begins to see the fee as a drain on his resources.

5.

Yet. from the investigation of the statistical cards, it was
found that clients who pay no fee are more likely to terminate
unplanned and before six interviews.

This might be related to

the following factors.
a.

Clients who pay a fee may place more value on counseling
since it "costs something," and therefore may have more
of a commitment.

b.

Clients who pay no fee may have problems of a financial
nature which may be one symptom of more basic dys
function in their lives.

If they are somewhat irrespon

sible financially, this irresponsibility probably appears
in other areas of functioning.

(Some writers see prob

lems as coming in clusters.)
c.

Clients who pay:no fee may be those who have more diffi
culty in meeting the necessar,y costs of keeping appoint
ments at the agency such as transportation, child care,
etc.

In looking critically at the instrument used in this stu4Y to
gather data on client assessment, the authors believe that the following
additional observations are justified:
1.

ihe clients seemed to be well able to make the

ju~ents

called

for. which reinforces the idea that the clients are the best
source of information concerning gains made in the treatment
process as pointed out in Sacks, Bradley and Beck, Clients
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Progress within Five Interviews;

An Exploratory study Com-

paring Worker and Clients Views.
2.

As pointed out in Dr. Jennings'

stu~,

Treatment Project Follow-up Study,"

"Planned Short Term

the population under con-

sideration was of a highly mobile and transient nature.

His

study pointed out that it was difficult to contact the clients
all of whom had been seen ,at the agency_ver,y reoently.
current study utilized cases closed

~s

to mailing the follow-up questionnaire.

The

long as two years prior
The authors realized

that this oompounded the diffioulty in obtaining data.
}.

The data reoeived from the questionnaire was that which the
the authors intended to obtain.
~estion

The only excep'tion was in

#6 which related to the deoision to terminate. The

olient bad been asked whether or not it was bis decision alone
to stop comiQge

Se7cral clients indicated that they perceived

this question to mean that it was only one spouse's decision
rather than'the partners' decision.

Further misunderstanding

was indicated from their responses when asked if it were a
joint decision between "you and your worker," the client
several times responded that one spouse and the counselor made
a joint decision, but the other partner was not in agreement.
fherefore, the authors realize that any comparison between
client and worker assessment of termination is difficult because
of the different meaning of the question to the client as
opposed to the author's intent.

Consequently, the authors

believe that the findings derived from Table VII tend to be
invalid.'
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In looking criticallY at the instrument which was the source of

data for the worker's assessment (the statistical cardshthe authors
reQQgUiled that it was difficult to assees deterioration or negative
ohanges within the treatment process as the statistical card is limited
to a rating of positive change categories.
On the basis of this study, it was concluded that much fUrther

exploration and evaluation of service in relation to termination needs
to be done.

Specifically, fUrther study needs to be conducted in the

area where the spouse is unable to participate in treatment.
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APPRNDIX
F'IRST NAMES

SURNAME

,

I

WOMAN'S MAIDEN NAME

ALIAS-PREVIOUS

~A~D~D~R~E~S~S~---------------------------------------------------------TEL~,,:-------------

MARRIA~E

RECORD NO.

ARE~A~-------------r=D~IS=T=R~IC=T=----------+~IN~C~O~M~IN~G=-D=A~T~E------

INCOMING STATUS
_ _NEW TO AGENCY

SOURCE OF APPLICATION

TEL. NO.

I

MARITAL STATUS
Me

U.C

W

OCCUPATION OR SCHOOL
OR WHEREABOUTS If" AWAY

BIRTH DATE

DES

,!

_ _ SERVICE LAST TERMINATED-PRIOR YEAR
DIY

SEP

5

OTHER

_ _ SERVICE LAST TERMINATED-THIS YEAR

----+-------------, --------t----t------

F'AMILY

MAN

BIRTHPLACE

RACE

RELIGION

CITIZEN
YES 1 NO

RESIDENT
YES I NO

I

I

I

I

WOMAN

NAMES OF SINGLE CHI~DR£Po{

IsEX

CROSS

MARRIAGE

EDUCATION

FAMILY

REFERENCES

DATE

MAN
WOMAN

, I

FAMILY MEMBER

EMPL.OYER

--------------..~·----------_1-_r------------~r_----------------------------------i-----------------------------------------------------~--------I

M

OTHERS IN HOUSEHOLD

:

FEE

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD

C

Ani

STATISTICAL CARD

PRI

FSAA FORM NO. 41

-,

PRIMARY FOCUS OF SERVICE

I

FAM. SIZE

-----

REASON FOR TERMINATION

I

TEL. OR CORR. ONLY WITH FAMILY
OR CONTACT ON BEHALF OF FAMILY

I. __ 'A~~LY

Z. _ _ PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP OR RELATIONSHIP
OF INDIVIDUAL CHILD UNDER 18
3. __ OTHER FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS OR RELATIOhSHIPS

DID NOT FOLLOW THRU

OF INDIVIDUAL ADULTS
3, ___ PRESENTING REQUEST OR NEED

MET IV AGENCY
REPORT GIVEN ON TERMINATED

ENVIRONMENTAL OR SITUATIONAL CONDITIONS

A. _

5. ___ FINANCIAL DIFFICULTY'

SERVICE
5. ___ INQUIRY MADE FOR OUT-Of-rOWN

S. ___

S, __

PHYSICAL ILLNESS OR HANDICAP

II

7. ___ MENTAL ILLNESS

•• ___ INTELLECTUAL RETARDATION

CATEGORY OF SERVICE AT TERMINATION
___ TEL. OR CORR. ONLY WITH FAM.

_ _ ONE IN·PERS. INTERVIEW WITH FAM.

2. ___ REFERRED ELSEWHERE

•• _ _ TOTAL FAMilY RELATIONSHIPS

___ 2-5 IN-PERs. INT. WITH fAM.

_ _ THRU CONTACT ON BEHALf Of fAMILY

AGENCY
SERVICE NOT AVAILABLE

IN·PERSON INTERVIEW(S) WITH FAMILY

Number of r.r~111) Sl'~sions

(CHECK ONE OR MORE)
A. Office interviews

B. Home visits
physical incapacity

R[PORT GIVEN ON TERMINATED SERVICE

12. __

INQUIRY MADE FOR OUT·Of-TOWN AGENCY

- ..:.

---

other reasons

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE GIVEN
_ _ YEI

•••---.-.i

IN· PERSON INTERVIEWS WITH CLIENTS

•• _ _ SERVICE TERMINATED BY
CASEWORK PLAN
9. _ _ FAMILY WITHDREW OR
TERMINATED SERVICE
10. __ fURTHER SERVICE NOT POSSIBLE

OTHER

II. ___

}

THRU
CONTACT
WITH
FAMILY

- - . OR MORE IN-PERS. INT. WITH fAM.

7. _ _ REfERRED ELSEWHERE

•• _ _ ARRANGEMENTS FOI PHYSICAL CARE
0' FAMILY MEMBER
10. __ OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL OR SITUATIONAL
CONDITION

III

1963

DATE TERMINATED
FAMILY AND INDIVIDUAL RELATIONSHIPS

I. __ MARITAL RELATIONSHIPS

II

TED IN U.S.A.

C. Family Group Interviews

___ NO

EVALUATION
OF SERVICE
SUBSTArlTlAL CAIN
MODERA,E GAIN
SLIGHT GAIN

NO C;I,\NGE
UNABLE TO DETERMINE

FAMILY AND INDIVID·
UAL RELATIONSHIPS

r ni\:p('·;'-E~m::
SI~c'AT:r.r--"L

C:)W-,

ACCREDITED AGENCY
FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA

February 5, 1971

Dear
In 1969 you came to Family Counseling Service for help with a problem.
We are eager to know whether or not you received the help you needed.
Your opinion really counts to us so that we can help serve others in
the future in a better way.
Will you help us? Please
in the mail right away.

ans~r

these few questions now, and put them

This questionnaire 1s strictly confidential and for agency use only.
This material will not be made public.
Thank you very much for your help.
Sincerely,

(Miss) Katherine Clark
EXecutive Director
sp
encl: questionnaire

OFFICERS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

R.J. NOVOTNY

LOWELL C. ASHBAUGH
MRS. JOHN P. BLEDSOE
MRS. JAMES E. BRYSON
CLIFFORD J. CAMPBELL
ROBERT P. D.:KONING
STUART KERR
PETER H. KOEHLER
MRS. DAVID J. LEWIS
JOE T. LIENERT

Pr."d.llt
PAUL G. COOK

Vk:.·P"ujdellt
BARNES H. ELLIS

Vi,.·Pr.,;cHlt/
MRS. DONALD J. STERLING. JR.
Secr.fory
WILLIAM G. CONU!:Y

IRVIN H. LUITEN
ROSCOE C. NELSON
DENNIS J. O'TOOLE
MRS. HAROLD M. PHILLIPS
MRS. FORREST E. RIEKE
BEATRICE K. ROSE. M.D.
MRS. VERNA SHEPHERD
MRS. HUGH STITES
FREDERIC G. WESSINGER

CONFIDENTIAL QUESTIONNAIRE
In order to be of maximum help to us, please complete all questions.
1.

Describe briefly the problem that brought you to us for help.

2.

Would yOU say the problem was mostly:
a personal problem
_
a husband-wife problem
____ a parent-child problem
other

3.

Can you tell us in a sentence or two to what extent you were helped?

4.

Would you say that you were helped:
(Please check only one)
____ a great deal
some
a little
not at all
____ things got worse

5.

What were the reasons you stopped coming to the agency?

6.

Was it you decision alone to stop corning?
Was it the worker's decision?
Was it a joint decision between you and your worker?

7.

Were there other important reasons than the above that made you decide to
stop coming, such as:
____ Transportation, distance from the agency
_
Babysitting problems
_
Agency hours not convenient
Fee
_Moved away
____ Spouse unable to particip£e
Other (describe)

Found help elsewhere (describe)

Please return the completed questionnaire to Family Counseling Service,
2281 N.W. Everett Street, Portland, Oregon 97210, by February 12. 1971.
Thank you for your help.
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